Introduction
Prince and Smolensky (1993) have provided an analysis of Latin stress which is based on Mester (1994) and which, by one and the same con straint hierarchy, provides an account of both the distribution of stress in Latin and the various stress-related shortening processes in Latin. Unfortunately, their analysis can be shown to be empirically incorrect. On the one hand, Mester's account of the facts is in need of modifica tion, and on the other hand no account is provided for the stress-related syncope processes. Taking both facts into account it will be shown that Prince and Smolensky's analysis faces a number of theoretical and empirical problems. The purpose of this paper is to point out where the OT-analysis of Prince and Smolensky fails and to provide a more succesful OT-account of Latin stress and stress-related phenomena. Mester (1994) has presented a number of arguments against a trimoraic or uneven trochee analysis of Latin stress. The first argument is based on two shortening processes termed iambic and cretic shortening. Iambic shortening occurs when a LH word becomes LL. Cretic shorten ing occurs when a word-final cretic HLH sequence is transformed in a HLL sequence. Iambic shortening also may apply word-internally, but then the condition is that the H syllable must be a closed syllable. That is, a syllable that is H because of a long vowel is not affected.
Latin stress in Prince and Smolensky's account
Mester argues that shortening crucially does not take place in words ending in a sequence LLH or HH, which can in a moraic trochee analy sis be exhaustively parsed as (LL)(H) and (H)(H) respectively, but only in cretic words which cannot be exhaustively parsed, but have a, what he calls, " trapped" medial syllable: (H) L (H), as in, for instance dicito > dTcito 'say (im p .f u t ) ', and, in iambic words which can only be exhaustively parsed after shortening of the final H: LH > (LL), such as, for example, virT> viri 'man (g e n .s g , n o m .p l ) '. This is considered crucial evidence for a bimoraic and against a trimoraic analysis for Latin. A trimoraic analysis could also account for iambic shortening in LH words, but not for Cretic Shortening, given that HLH can be exhaustively parsed as (HL)(H) under a trimoraic analysis.
Based on these observations, Prince and Smolensky (1993: 56-66 ) account for the Latin shortening processes (which manifested them selves in Pre-Classical, but not in Classical Latin) as a direct by-product of one basic parse. Shortened forms are among the candidates that are evaluated for /HLH/ and /LH/ inputs. That is, the optimal output for HLH is (H)(LH-) and for LH it is (LH-), whereas for an HLL input the optimal output is (H)(LL) (main stress is indicated by underscoring; shortening by '-').
The following constraints are assumed, which are divided into three sets, (la) presents the constraints responsible for the shape of the feet and (lb) gives the constraints responsible for the position and parsing of feet. The constraints in (la) and (lb) were identical for Classical and Pre-Classical Latin. Finally, (lc) provides the position/parsing constraints that were ordered differently in the two periods.
(1) a. FOOT FORM Lx ~ Pr : A member of MCAT corresponds to a PrWD Ft B i n : Feet are binary at some level of analysis (|i,a) R h Type (T): Rhythm type is trochaic R h H rm or *(HL): Rhythmic harmony
No head of PrWd is final in PrWd (both head foot and head syllable) dominates the constraint that forces the main stressed syllable to be located at the right word edge. 
because (H)(LH-)# > (H)L(H)#
The ranking assumed for pre-Classical Latin is the one in (lc), where WSP » P a r s e -o » P a r s e -|li has the effect of producing iambo-cretic shortening. In Classical Latin the ranking is changed into P a r s e -o » P a r s e -ju » WSP, which has the effect of creating stable quantity. For instance, an ouput (amo) with a final long vowel will be evaluated better than (amo) with a final shortened vowel, as a violation of the WSPconstraint is less important than fully parsing all moras. Similarly, dTcito, for instance, will be optimally parsed as (H)(LH) and not as (H)(LH-) with a final short vowel. The analysis thus adequately ac counts for shortening in #LH# and -HLH# cases. Before pointing out some problems that occur when more shortening facts and when the syncope facts are taken into account, let us first notice that the analysis has no direct way for accounting for main stress. Sometimes main stress is on the final foot as in L(LL)L, (LL)L, (H)L or (LL) cases, but other times on the prefinal foot: as in (H)(LL) and (H)(LH) cases. In general it is either the last or the first foot that re ceives main stress in languages. The End Rule of previous derivational theories is specifically designed to promote the first or last foot to main stress. Hayes' (1995) End Rule final/initial has been translated in OT terms in a more general way than E d g e m o s t in (lb) above. McCarthy and Prince (1993) propose the constraint A l i g n -H e a d which demands that the left or right edge of the Prosodic Word is aligned with the left or right edge of the head of the Prosodic Word (i.e. its main stressed foot). Kager (1999) proposes the constraints R ig h t m o s t and L e f t m o s t (cf. Kager 1999) , which demand that the head-foot be final or initial. It is clear that in the analysis proposed by Prince and Smolensky, these constraints have to be dominated by N o n F i n a l it y in order to get main stress on a prefinal foot. We will show below that these con straints together predict quarternary stress systems, which do not exist. The reason why Prince and Smolensky make reference to both the stressed syllable and the stressed foot in the constraint N o n F in a l it y is clear. In an LH-word the optimal parse must be (LH) in Classical and (LH-) in Pre-classical Latin (the amo versus amo example given above), instead of either L(H) or (LH). If no reference to the stressed syllable were made, L(H) would be better than (LH). Both violate N o n F i n a l it y of the stressed foot and L(H) would not, contrary to (LH) violate WSP. The candidate (LH) wins because it has only one violation of N o n F i n a l i t y : only the stressed foot is final, but not the stressed syllable. Reference to the stressed foot in N o n F in a l it y is necessary in order to achieve the effect of exhaustive parsing/footing of post-main stressed syllables.
Additional problems show up when we consider more empirical facts. Let us first consider shortening. As mentioned above, Mester crucially excludes cases of shortening in words of the form LLH# or HH#, which can be exhaustively parsed as (LL)(H) and (H)(H) respec tively, but not in cretic words which cannot be exhaustively parsed and have a so-called " trapped" medial syllable: (H) L (H), nor in iambic words which can only be exhaustively parsed after shortening of the final H: LH > (LL). However, there seems to be no reason to believe that shortening did only apply to iambic or cretic words and did not affect other heavy final syllables. Niedermann (1931: 71-72) and Lindsay (1894: 207-208) state that there is a tendency to shorten every long vowel in a final syllable. Niedermann (1931:71-73) provides some crucial examples involving sequences LLH and HH, such as animal (g e n animalis) 'living being,' calcar (g e n calcaris) 'spur,' lictdr{g e n lictdris) 'lictor,' and light scansions of the final H in the same sequence in examples from Terence and Ennius, such as, mandebat 'to chew (IMP.3SG),' audTret 'to hear (im p.3 s g ) ' and canto 'to sing ( p r e s , i s g ) ' (cf. Lindsay, 1894: 207) . Benloew (1847: 180) gives some more exam ples, such as, sermo 'conversation,' pulmo 'lung,' ambo 'both.' It goes almost without saying that the constraint-based analysis summarized in (1) above cannot handle the cases of shortening in LLH# and HH# words, because (LL)(H) will be evaluated better than (LL)(H-) and (H)(H) better than (H)(H-).
Second, the analysis cannot account for syncope in HLH# and HLL# cases where the targeted vowel (indicated by boldface) is in the strong position of the foot: (H)(LH) (H)(LL). Although in the first case we might compare or evaluate, for instance, an (H)(H) output with an (H) (LH-) ouput for an /HLH/ input and thus consider either output as a way of exhaustive parsing of an /HLH/ input, this cannot be done in other cases where syncope applied. Mester (1994), basing himself on Lindsay (1894: 173) , states that Early syncope (Preclassical and Classi cal Latin) is restricted to cases where HLH becomes HH, as in for instance, iurigo > iiirgd 'quarrel' is g .pres or aevitas > aetas 'age' n o m .sg , which is considered another way of resolving a medial trapped syllable. Crucially Mester claims that syncope does not apply to LL feet. Mester concludes (1994: 43): " as a process predominantly affect ing post-tonic light syllables stranded between heavy syllables, it re ceives a natural interpretation in a strictly bimoraic theory as a way of resolving trapping situations." However, Lindsay (1894:170-173; 178-185) offers a more precise description, and distinguishes between Early, Classical, and Late Latin syncope. Early syncope took place when main stress was still on the initial syllable ("The old accent law" Lindsay 1894: 178-181). Classical syncope occurred when main stress was either on the penult or antepenultimate syllable (" syncope under the Paenultima Accent Law" Lindsay 1894: 183-185). With respect to Early syncope he states "it seems to have been the law of Early Latin that e and 1 in the syllable after the accent always suffered syncope . . . The Early Latin accent fell on the first syllable of each word, so that every 1 and e in a second syllable not long by position must have suf fered syncope." Some examples involving syncope in LL (initial and post-tonic) sequences based on Niedermann (1931) and Lindsay (1894) are peristroma > perstroma 'bedspread,' frigdaria 'refreshing' beside frigidus 'cold,' caldarius 'room for hot baths' beside calTdus 'hot', 'warm' all from Lucilius (second century bc), and, mimsterium > minsterium, misterium 'function, task' from Plaute (third/second century bc) show the application of syncope in LL sequences. A somewhat larger list is given in (2) . (2) The forms in (2) show abundant application of syncope to LL feet. Given that syncope applies within a foot, it cannot be stated as " a process predominantly affecting post-tonic light syllables stranded between heavy syllables" and, hence, obviously cannot be adduced as evidence for strict bimoraicity in Latin. Given that syncope both applies to word-inital HL-and LL-sequences, as the forms in (2) show, Lahiri, Riad and Jacobs (1999) describe syncope as providing evidence for a quantity-sensitive (uneven trochee) main stress foot and as a foot-based process able to affect all post-tonic (that is, both after secondary stress and after main stress) light syllables. To summarize, an adequate OT-analysis of Latin stress and stressrelated phenomena should account for both syncope and shortening as direct results of one and the same parse or constraint hierarchy. Let us restate the two main problems for Prince and Smolensky ' s OT-analysis discussed in this section. First, reference must be made to the foot with main stress in the constraint N o n F i n a l i t y , which as we will argue below, predicts the existence of nonexisting quaternary stress systems. Second, the analysis cannot account for all cases of shortening nor for syncope in LL-sequences. In the next section we will provide a modi fied account that is not thwarted by the same problems. Jacobs (1999) for a m ore detailed account). In (3) w e assum e right-toleft footing (expressed by high ranked A l i g n -F t -R (every foot m ust be right-aligned w ith the right edge o f the P rosodic W ord)). F urther m ore, for clarity ' s sake, w e have considered a quantity-insensitive stress system . 
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If we simply omit reference to the main stressed foot in the constraint N o n F i n a l i t y , the unattested quaternary systems will no longer be possible (cf. Jacobs 1999) and main stress in Latin will always be on the last foot, as we will show next.1 The constraints we assume are listed in (4). Constraint (b) is essentially similar to E d g e m o s t , although we will show below that there is, in fact, a difference between the two. Con straints (c) and (d) are identical to the ones in (1). The constraints in (4) (and with N o n F in a l it y doubly simplified) will always yield main stress on the final foot, as we will show now. A foot will never be final except under compulsion of the higher ranked constraint: F t B i n . This accounts for monosyllabic words. This also means that HH will be optimally parsed as (H)H and not as (H)(H), given that the parsing of the final syllable (which avoids a violation of P a r s e -o) results in a violation of the higher-ranked modified N o n F in a l it y constraint, as illustrated in (6c) below. A bisyllabic input LH will still be (LH) and not (L)H which violates F t B i n . Both L(H) and (LH) violate N o n F i n a l i t y , but (LH) will be evaluated better, given that, although it violates WSP, it avoids a violation of P a r s e -g ranked above WSP, as shown in (6b) below. Furthermore, we will leave the Foot Form constraints in (la) unal tered except crucially for the constraint banning the uneven trochee: *(HL) (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993). We assume that this constraint in Latin is dominated by P a r s e -o . This will give us the constraint ranking in (5).
(5) Undominated: L x ~ P r , F t B i n , R h Ty p e (T ) Crucially ranked:
The constraint ranking in (5) implies that HLL will optimally be (HL)L, and that HLH will be optimal if (HL)H, as illustrated in (6e) and (6d). The joint effect of these modifications (N o n F in a l it y simplified (neither reference to main foot nor to stressed syllable) and *(HL) dominated by P a r s e -o) will result in main stress being located always on the last foot. In (6a-e) we have listed several tableaux for relevant parsings, where the top three constraints of (5) are collectively listed as F t F o r m and where for clarity's sake we have marked the stressed syllable for every foot. Also every foot in the ouput candidate is evaluated. The optimal candidates resulting from the different inputs are considered to be formal Classical Latin forms, where no syncope or shortening has applied. The constraint hierarchy assumed thus far incorrectly predicts main stress in LHL words, as shown in tableau (7). (7) /LHL/ 
Candidate (7b) is better than either candidate (7a) or (7e) which both have main stress on the correct syllable. If we disregard (7a) which violates N o n F in a l it y , then it is clear that (7b) is better than (7e) because of the relative ranking of Parse-o and WSP. It should be noticed also, that under the old constraint E d gem ost (o ,R), candidate (7e), which we actually want to be the optimal one, would be preferred over candidate (7b). Now, if we look back at the tableaux in (6) we can see that the only case where this ranking is crucial is in LH-words. If the ranking was inverted the optimal output for an /LH/-input would be L(H) instead of (LH). To get main stress on the correct syllable in these /LHL/ cases, we could specifiy for the constraint (4b), which aligns the right-edge of the Prosodic Word with a foot, that alignment should take place with a quantity-sensitive foot. At first sight, this might seem useful as it opens a way of accounting for mixed stress systems, where quantity-sensitivity is restricted to the last foot, but where secondary stresses are expressed by quantity-insensitive feet. For Latin, we could specify that the left edge of a Prosodic Word is aligned with a quantity-insensitive foot, and the right edge of a Prosodic Word with a quantity-sensitive foot. How ever, there are two main problems with such an approach. First, for the specific /LHL/ case this still does not solve the problem, because it is not clear whether the foot in (LH)L must be considered a quantitysensitve foot. If (LH) for an #LH# word is considered to be one (cf. (6b)), (LH)L in /LHL/ should be one too, which means that we still cannot force /LHL/ to become L(H)L. Second, the fact that secondary stress is insensitive to quantity, whereas main stress is sensitive should be expressed by the constraint hierarchy itself (i.e. by the relative ranking of WSP with respect to the Alignment constraints A lig n (PrW d, R, F t , R) and A l ig n (PrW d, L, F t , L).
Suppose next that a constraint is added which simply prevents a heavy penultimate syllable from being skipped. Although this brute force solution seems to be able to do the job, and, also accounts for the fact that in Latin the penultimate syllable was the only syllable where weight mattered for stress distribution (a situation which remained largely intact in most of the contemporary Romance languages), it is not a very attractive one, because it is a rather clumsy expression of the fact that only the last foot in Latin was sensitive to quantity.
In order to get main stress on the correct syllable in these LHL-cases we have to rank WSP above Parse-g. This is illustrated in (8).
In (9) we summarize the rankings:
(9) U ndom inated: L x ~ P r , F t B i n , R h Ty p e (T), Crucially:
Simplifying N o n F in a l it y and tolerating the uneven trochee as a constituent, not as a primitive foot-type but one resulting from con straint interaction permits an account of Latin main stress which does not lead to the predicted existence of unattested stress systems (i.e. quarternary ones). Moreover, it receives independent motivation as it is necessary to account for Latin syncope, which we will demonstrate in the next section.
Syncope and vowel shortening
In order to account for vowel shortening and vowel syncope, we assume the constraints in (10). It should be noted that the constraint (10b) which is going to be respon sible for syncope is similar to Loehken's (1997) *PL (ow) ("Vokale in unbetonten Silben haben keine Ortsmerkmale" ) or to Kager's (1997) R e d u c e (Weak syllables dominate no vocalic features). A ranking P arse -V , W S P » *VV#, *V in (x.) accounts for stable quantity and no syncope, whereas a ranking *VV#, *V in (x.) » P arse-V , WSP accounts for both syncope and shortening. The former ranking is as sumed for Classical Latin and the latter for Pre-Classical and Late Latin. It might be more precise, given the optional nature of the processes, to say that for the periods before and after Classical Latin, the constraints in (10) would either be floating or crucially non-ranked. A complete overview of the ranking assumed thus far is given in (11). In (12) we compare the optimal candidate of each tableau in (6) with the output which would result if the bottom four constraint of (11) In tableau (12a) the optimal output is similar to the first one in tableau (6a). This difference is one of the reasons why syncope is formulated as a foot-based constraint. The surfacing of the final light syllable in (12a) does not violate the syncope constraint. If syncope were reformu lated as post-stress vowel deletion, the second form in (12a) would be the optimal one. Syncope is also correctly predicted to apply in #LLo# words and to pre-tonic LL feet, as in sol(i)dus or cal(e)facere, respectively (cf. (2) above). In (13) we have provided tableaux showing the optimal parse for solidus. We have left the constraint *(HL) out of consideration.
In (14) we have again compared the optimal candidate of (13) with other possible candidates under the syncope-shortening constraint ranking. It should be noticed that the application of syncope transforms the first syllable in solidus into a heavy one, as indicated in (14) which again shows that exhaustive parsing is not the motivating force behind syncope. The two light syllables in the optimal output in (13) as well as the remaining syllable in the optimal output in (14) are both perfect feet. Let us summarize the discussion so far: the inclusion of the uneven trochee as a possible foot resulting from constraint interaction permitted us to straightforwardly identify the foot with main stress in all cases, viz. the last foot. Moreover, the uneven trochee allowed a straightfor ward account of the cases where syncope did apply, which was impossi ble both under Mester's account and under the OT-account provided by Prince and Smolensky. The reason why the uneven trochee cannot be accepted as a primitive foot type will not be dealt with here, but can be demonstrated on the basis of Latin enclitic stress (cf. Jacobs 1997).
There is one last problem to deal with. Syncope is, contrary to fact, predicted to apply in LL-and LH-words. Let us consider again (12b), where we have left one output candidate out of consideration. After vowel shortening, syncope should apply to the foot (LH-). That is, an output candidate (H) should be optimal. We cannot relate the non-application of syncope to a violation of undominated F t B i n , given that the initial light syllable will become a heavy one. Tableau (15) illustrates this for possible output candidates for an LH input, such as a mo. There are two possible ways of preventing syncope from applying in these cases. One would be, much in the same way as phonotactic con straints2 that govern the application of syncope, to assume that a highranked constraint demands that the final syllable must remain intact as it conveys important morphological information (case, number, gender etc.). A second more direct way would be to assume that the constraint F t B in is not an undominated constraint, but, in fact, is dominated by N o n F in a l it y . This will have the effect of not grouping together into one foot the two syllables of LL-and LH-words. This is illustrated in (16).
The non-application of syncope to LL-andLH-words follows automati cally from the constraint hierarchy, given that the final syllable is not part of the foot.
Summary
In this paper we have modified Prince and Smolensky's OT account of Latin stress. We have shown that their analysis had two main prob lems. On the one hand, reference must be made to the foot with main stress in the constraint N o n F in a l it y , which as we have shown pre dicts the existence of nonexisting quarternary stress systems. Second, the analysis could not account for shortening in all cases nor could it account for syncope in LL-sequences. We have argued that the simplification of N o n F in a l it y and the inclusion of the uneven trochee as a foot type resulting from constraint interaction allowed a straightforward analysis of Latin main stress, without leading to unwanted typological predictions. Furthermore, we have shown that simplifying N o n F in a l it y and allowing the constraint *(HL) to be dominated (the uneven trochee) was independently needed to provide a straightforward account of the cases where syncope did apply. 
